
Key questions

• Is it ever ok to steal?
• How can we help people to feel better when they

are ill?
• Can people change their behaviour?

Themes and cross-curricular links

• History – inventions and inventors
• DT – inventions, designing and making

sandwiches
• Art – portraits and famous artists
• SMSC – stealing, saying sorry
• Drama – role-playing scenes, hot-

seating, reading aloud
• Extra curriculum: A trip to an art gallery.

Manfred the Baddie by John Fardell
Recommended Year Group: Year 1
Recommended Term: Summer 2

Recommended Edition: 9781849160445 

Writing outcomes

• A ‘Get Well’ card/message (session 6) – to
empathise

• Instructions for making a sandwich (session 8) – to
inform

• A character description in the form of a Wanted
poster (session 3) – to inform

• A comic strip story in the style of Manfred the
Baddie (sessions 12-15) – to entertain

Unit overview

This three-week unit of work immerses children in the plot, language and characters of John Fardell’s illustrated picture book 
Manfred the Baddie. The text is used to develop reading comprehension, vocabulary and writing. Grammar and punctuation are 
examined within the context of the text – interrogating how and why it’s used by the author, and for what purpose in the story. 
Opportunities are given for the children to rehearse the correct use of basic grammar and punctuation. Children make connections 
with themes on a personal level and create varied, meaningful writing outcomes. The unit culminates in a final piece of work where 
the children apply all that they have learned in this story to create one of their own. All extracts, resources, session planning and 
teaching slides are included within this unit.

Curriculum coverage

Spoken language:
• give well-structured descriptions, explanations

and narratives for different purposes, including 
for expressing feelings 

• use spoken language to develop understanding
through speculating, hypothesising, imagining
and exploring ideas

• participate in discussions, presentations,
performances, role play, improvisations

• consider and evaluate different viewpoints,
attending to and building on the contributions of
others

Reading
• link what they read or hear to their own

experiences
• discuss word meanings, linking new meanings to

those already known
• understand both the books they can already read

accurately and fluently and those they listen to
by: ♣
– drawing on what they already know or on

background information and vocabulary
provided by the teacher

– checking that the text makes sense to them as
they read and correcting inaccurate reading

– discussing the significance of the title and
events ♣

– making inferences on the basis of what is
being said and done

– predicting what might happen on the basis of
what has been read so far

– participate in discussion about what is read to
them, taking turns and listening to what others
say

– explain clearly their understanding of what is
read to them.

• making comparisons within and across books
• discuss and evaluate how authors use language,

including figurative language, considering the
impact on the reader

Writing
• write sentences by:

– saying out loud what they are going to write
about

– composing a sentence orally before writing it ♣
– sequencing sentences to form short narratives

♣
– re-reading what they have written to check

that it makes sense
– discussing what they have written with the

teacher or other pupils
– reading aloud their writing clearly enough to

be heard by their peers and the teacher.
• leave spaces between words
• join words and joining clauses using and
• begin to punctuate sentences using a capital

letter and a full stop, question mark or
exclamation mark

• use a capital letter for names of people, places,
the days of the week, and the personal
pronoun ‘I’

Related books for wider reading

• How the Grinch Stole Christmas by Dr
Seuss

• Alan’s Big Scary Teeth by Jarvis
• Camille and the Sunflowers by Laurence

Anholt
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Planning Overview

Week 1

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• explore their understanding of a baddie character in a story and understand

their motivations
• analyse language to portray a character
• create empathy for reading through exploring the thoughts and feelings of

characters in a story and create thought bubbles for the characters
• make inferences and predictions based on reading and justify opinions about

the reading
• take part in a simple debate

Page focus: 1–11

Resources provided:
• Video clip of ‘Night Ninja’ in Disney’s PJ Masks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTLc1BQCNE0 
• Illustration of Manfred the Baddie
• Blue print illustrations
• Question prompts
• Opinion prompts
• Starter activities – capital letters, ‘wh’ words

Week 2

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• develop a deeper understanding of

characters in the story
• develop an understanding of the

character of Manfred the Baddie in order
to empathise with him and write him a
‘get well’ message

• Plan and write a set of instructions for
making a sandwich and create a baddie
and goodie character of their own

Page focus: the story as a whole

Resources provided:
• Illustration of Manfred the Baddie
• Sandwich design sheet
• Opinion prompts
• Success Criteria
• Story planning template
• Starter activity – ‘ai’ words

Week 3

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• develop an understanding of the plot of

the story and the concept of a baddie
becoming a goodie

• plan and write the beginning, middle and
end of their own version of the story

• celebrate the success of their own writing

Page focus: the story as a whole

Resources provided:
• Planning Template
• Comic Strip
• Success Criteria
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